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FOREWORD

The need for this study grew primarily out of the extensive work
done by the Citizens Advisory Committee on Minority Relations. Their

' .recommendation was that a-special outside evaluation be made of pro-
cedures for placiftestudents in special education Classes to determine
if MCPS makes accurate assessments of students' needs and provides good
placeMentsifor them. Our special emphasis was to determine how existing.
procedures affect minority students..

A committee pf consultants was selected with the assistance of the
Chairman of the Citizens Advisory Committee, the Subcommittee on. -Special
Education ,andIMCPS staff. The Citizens and staff.charge to the consult-
ants, was to "help MCPS improve its services to,handidapped children."
We arrived at'a mutual understanding of task, Outlineda step by step
proCedureand' were assured of the complete.cooperation of the system in
carrying out the primary task.

We had Originally proposed a study of about ten weeks in duration,
however it.was necessAry-to extend the time in oraPilo do a more careful
job of analysis of the large amount of data collectedtfrom staff, parents -

and community grouts and then to arrive at a set of realistic recommen-'
dation°.

The consultants are grapfu to those person° and departments within
MCPS who so willingly assisted w th the conduct of the study. Their .

interest, suppOrt and openess of 'dialogue is acknowledged and deeply
appreciated.

A special acknowledgement must go to our two research assistants
for the very thorough and profess onal Work during the cotirse of this
study

inally, we applaud the Montg me.../ County Board of Education for
ito i terest and commitment to e cellence on bbhalf of all its
chil en.

John L. Johnson, Ed.D.
Consultant Committee Chairman

Date: July 14, 1975
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A STUDY OF THE. SPENAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT

PROCEDURES IN MONTG' MERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

THE 'PROBLEM.

A. Primary Task

The primaryetask,for the consultants was to conduct a validity stvdy

of the placement procedures and policies -currently in effect in ,the

Montgomery County, Marylind Public' Schsvols (MCPS). The programa-and

activiiI.es of the.,DepartiMent of Supplementary Education and Services

(special edUCation and pupil appraisal, included) and the'total school

system were the czork boundaries. Special scrutiny was to be given to

'determining how the existing identification and placement procedures

were being utilized in relation to placement of MCPS minority students.'

The three (3) consultants, augmented by two staff, were to carry 4,

out this task, including the preparation of recommendations for revision
N,

of the existing procedures, policies, and process, as determined from

our study.

. .

The particular "validity concern" in this study wap to be able to

collect data on both the content (the placement policy statements theM-

*selves) and the process (what is done with the placem&it policy statements)

and to make professional recommendations to MCPS, b4ed upon 'our findings.

D. Preliminary Questions to be Addressed

1. What are the present classification procedures for ascertaining

a student's need for special education and/or services?

2. How do students obtain "disciplinary," "disability," or "handicap"

labels? How valid are the labels and diagnoses now being utilized?

3. Are,there_certain groups of students who find their way into

'special education in greater proportion to their school opulations?

Why?

0



4.' Are there certain groups of students who are missed and should

be receiving supplementary service?

5. What is the present supplemental services and 'special education
)

census by program type, age, race and disability label?

6. What are the attitudes of MCPS personnel'reggarding (a) minority

students, and (b) special education?

7. Once in special education how do students return to the main-

stream?

METHODS OF STUDY

Three basic utilized in this study:

Interview and Questionnaire

Z. Observation

3. Review of Available docuMents

a) Organizational 5tructurc

b) Policy and Procedures Statements

cY Existing data

Formal interviews were held with the following persons:.

1. Superintendent, MCPS

2. birector of Supplementary Education and Services

3. Director of Pupil Services

4. Director of Special Education

5. Supervisor, Pupil Placement Section; Dept. of(Supplementary

Education and Services

6. Director of Psychological Services

7. Area Assistant Superintendents (I thru VI)

8. Area Supervisors of Pupil Services

9. Area Supervisors of Supplementary Education

Director of Human Relations



A questionnaire was designed to sample consumer (parent) .views 0/

the placement process and was mailed to 396 families. Additionally/

discussions were held with representatives of community consumer organi-
,

zations (handicargitt conditions and-minority concerns). In-Scyool

staffing conferences and Area Screening Committee meetings were attended

and observed in each of the six areas. Documents reviewerincluded, but

were not limited to:

1. Department of Supplementary Education and Services document,

"Placement _Probedures," Sppt. 1, 1974:

',2. Report of the Citizens Advisory Committee on Minority Relations.

3. Superintendents Memorandum: PlaCe'Ment and Hearing Procedures

forSpecial Education Programs, Dec. 12, 1974.

4. Progress Report on the Division of Special Education - 1973-74,

Nov. '13, 1974.

5. Evaluation of Testing; Assessment and placement of Children in

EMR classes 1974-75.

6. Forms of referral within the placement process.

7.. The Continuum Concept of Education : Seven Levels of Service.

8. Catalog of Human Relations Courses.

9. Action Steps in Minority Relgtions, Dee. 1971.

10. Voelker Report: ImplementatiR of Recommendation's in a Study

of the Special Education Program, MCPS.

11. Dept., of Records and Reports: .Minority Group Membership of

Pupils as of 9/30/74, Oct. 1974.

12. Comprehensive five-year plan for Special EduCational Services

April 1, 1975.

13. Staff Reaction to Compehensive five -year plan for Special

7

N\ Educational Services,:March:17, 19754.4,1,1'
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14. Statistical Review of S eciaI Education Placements for School

Year 1974;75.

Special Education By-La
4. 0

w.\ ryApproved by the Maryland State Board

Of Education,'0,ttober 30, i?74.
4.

16. Staff Membranda on testing of Minority children, 1972.

e.

MAJOR FINDINGS

I. Review of Present' Classification and Platement Policy

In reviewing the MCPS Department

Services written policy on placement procedures (dated Sep . 1.1974),.

and the MCPS Comprehensive Five-Year Plan four $pecial Educational Services,

of %.ipplementary Educational

the consultants find no evidence of racial of sotio-economic.-class diserim-

Anation in these documents.

While the present Montgamery. County.Publio School Classification

and Placement Procedures are reasonable and do no discriminate for or

against' group of people, a "communication pr oblem" exists between

the cen tral administrative staff.and the:area staff oliiimplementation

f the polic es in select areas. To a large extent, this type of problem

is inevita le whenever a large, complex public system has become decen-

, tralized. e central staff retains the authority and responsibility

for policy,whil= program accountability is assigned directly'to the Area

Assistant Superin en&ent and his/her staff. Under this.organiz tianal

system, the Supervisor of Supplementary EducZtion and the Supervisor of

Pupil Services are irectly responsibile to the Area Assistant Superin-

\t.endent and not to e central administrative staff. Consequently we

found some staff ih select areas to. e con ,iced or just unknowledgeable

-.,

.about the current Classification and lacement Procedures. For example,

there was considerableLdiscussion regaading whether the olicy went into/

effect July 1, 1975, or was already operative. In addition several of I

\
.,
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parent advisory groups reported to the committee that ,they frequently

get different "messages" about apprl procedures when they talk to Central

.

Administrativ Staff, Area Assistant Superintendents )
and Supervisors of

.4.

. \

SupplementatyE ucation. ()Ur egncerrt wa'S to identify this information gap

,
.-. 1. . ,

between central administration and area staff. We note the existence of

1

a difficult which cannot be accomplished by issuing another brochure

or writing another memo.

The MCPS Comprehensive Five-Year Plan for Special Education Services

was published during the course of the consultants study. It seemingly

'fulfills the requirement stated by Public Law 649-and proposes a quality

program for handicapped pupils. The,plan clearly re-affirms the right

of all handicapped pupils td a free and appropriate educational program.

It stresses the itioortance of establishing unbiased testing, assessment

) (-

and identifida4on prodedures. The programs are organized on'the Maryland

continuum model of seven levels of service to handicapped pupils, guaran-
.

teeing that handicapped pupils will be appropriately placed in all types

of educational programs and facilities. In addition, the document spells

out the importance of due process, child advocacy and parental appeal

processes. It the need for ongoing review and evaluation

including advisory parent groups to the public Schools. Finally, the

plan recognizes the need for continuing financial support if these'goals

arp to .be achieved.

The goals ofspecial education and placement
procedures as Written

in the Comptehensive Five-Year Plan for Special Educational ServiceS,

in the view of the consultants, are fair, unbiased, and articulate.

Montgomery County should be congratulated for proposing such a strong,

(hcirough, and pervasive set of goals, standards and procedures for

Special education.



II. Validity of-the Screening, Assessment and Placement Conference Procedureb

A. Discussions of Interviews with Key Personnel

1. Central Office Staff

The consultants found the initial r&.xnd of interviews

with Central office staff to be very helpful in attempting

to delineate the problem and to, set up a method for accom-

plashing the primary task. Tne Central office staff initially

pinpointed a series of critical concerns ranging from Whether

or not correct assessment techniques were being utilized, to

a sincere desire to know how cultural, socioeconomic and

racial factors were at work within the present placement

procedures.

There does, from the Committee's interview of Central

"office staff, seem to be a split in opinion-among, the various

sectors who are responsible for elements of the classification

and placement procedures. While most personnel appeared to be

concerned and dedicated about attempting to clarify and resolve

the problem,at'hand the Committee reports the following results

of its interviews and observatiOn:
4

(a) The presence of significantly defensive attitudes.

about the inquiry into the classification and placement

process, marked on the' one hand by An "everything is

ailright because we're doing better than we used to"

motion, to outright denial that any,pr blem Of placement

of minority -Students exists MCPS.

(b) A tendency to place the probl into a perspective

which would show the Arbas as needing more supervision

and efficiency in .administering the present placement

'policies.



(c) Almodt universal agreement within thaqentral

Office that the Area schools were not doing an

"adequate job" and that area staff were less tolerant

of minority children than they should b

(d) The presence.of the opinion that more minority

children are referred to special education than should

be, mainly due to lack of appropriate programming within

= the schools.

(g) The development of a "pressure process" in which .

special education placement is seen as the way of

approaching and alleviating difficult academic problems.

The fact that the referral process was not consistent

from area to area, with formal and informal procedures

being applied as area needs dictated.

2. Area Administrative Staff

In its interviews with Area Adminilfrative staff the

consultants found staff to be cooperative. Most personnel k

appeared to'be concerned.and dedicated but very much caught

up in the complexity of attempting to administerttag present

placement policy and to set upand supervise their ri7going

programs. The results of.9ur interviews with Area staff are

as follow:

(a) While all felt that there was a general improvement

in special education programs, they were faced with gaps
1

in programs,
ounequal distribution of resources, and

complete lack of services for specific types of children

There id particular and pervasive concern about the serious

gap at the secondary level, the absence of diagnostic-prescr

resources in some areas, and the lack of basic programsfor
1
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a

emotionally disturbed children.

(b) There was general admission that more minority

students are found in classes for the mentally retarded.

It was expressed,thatlutig_groblem would be lessened if

.__----sYnore resources" were available.

(c) There Was a general insensitivity to and misunder-

standing about the legal ramifications and stigma

inVolved 01 placement of a child in special education.

Most staff expressed a sincere desire to "provide for

the needs" of t'he child but were not atuned to the

effect of labeling a child "retarded" via the State

mandated SSIS reporting procedure,

There was considerable .lack of differentiation

'between the needs of a child-who is handicapped versus

a .chilcliwho iS pimply behind scholastically, or a

child who-is from a low-income family and/or is

economically disadvantaged. Special education tpeemingly

has become confused with "supplemental " "remedial" and

"compensatory' and "handicap;' has become confused with

"impairment" and "LsahlAity" 'tht professional think-

/ ing of area staff.

(d) There appeared to .loe genuine concern abutth

fairness of the diagnostic/assefsment process, however

there was observed variance in attitudes about what

0
constitutes a 'fair"' pEocesss The issue of tests and'

testin'g was almost always spontaneously Introduced and

there 'was considerable discussion' as to whether or not

tests are helpful in the plticement process,

,/'
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(e) There was general agreement that the placement

policies and procedures were followed in most instances
4

and that the major'problem was in finding adequate
0

placement (slots) for a childonce the procedures were
0

carried out.

(f) There was general agreement,that all staff were

not as sensitive to minority issues,'as they should be,

particularly ill the initial screening and clasVication

,proceSs..

(g) subtle, but generalized, concern Was-: revealed to

the consultants throughout the interviews with Area

Administrative Staff. It is the existence of a set of

system wide norms and expectations for academic achieve-

.

dent and betlavior. Our observations revealed, (and many

staff directly expressed this same view) that there are

significant and systematic external pressUres based

upon majority expectations aboUt conduct and learning

style. While they may vary from area to 'area in specific

forms they are present within the'"county community,"

and staff, particularly teacherii, experience considerable.

platsuit to get children to perforth acadjmically and ,

confonnbehaviorally or to "get them out." For instance

certain norms.about noise level, learning patterns, and

communication styles seemingly have become imposed upon

all children, and when any variance-occurs special

'placement (removal froth regular education)is Considered.

The consultants also observed .that there are Very high,

achievement norms (in scime schools average achievement.

scores are one year abovi grade placiment). and that

7
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throughout MCPS these norms have become idealized to

the point that when in reality students who do not

meetthese idealized expectation they are more often

referred to special education, particularly when

differences in soc alizatiZn style and/7 socio-

economic factors ar manifest:
F

We feel that t is is perhaps the sobrce of the.

'placement pressurewithin the system and that

minority children be ome one of the victims, as do

economically disadvantaged children. It is our view

that when these variances liom the'idealized norm

(operating well below the conscious awareness of the

staff) occur, the pressure to find a placement begins

to build and special education.is considered as the

suitable alt native when compensatory education and

,remedial education might well serve the needs'of the

child and MCPS more appropriately.

B. Observations of Conferences and Quality of Conference Data

A member of the Evaluation Committte observed Area and In-Schdill

Screening in each of the six Areas, and filled out a standard ob-

servational check list, and questioned staff about the types of

services offered to children prior to the meeting of the Screening

Committee.

Our general conclusion is that the policy regarding Area Screenings

is being followed and across areas there was a polite professional at

mosphere in the meetings. In almost all sdretningsthe personnel required

to'be present were there and actively participatiftg with the notable

exception of the School Medical Advisors (SMA). The consultants'

1.4 s
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/'
conclusions are as follows:.

1.

2.-

There appears to be an average time of about twenty

minutes given to discfussion and decisibn making during an

Area Screening,m For complicated cases this is hardly
o.

enough time and in a long afternoon, staff are literally

drained by the, necessity of coming to a realistic decision

,an case after case.

.

Data presented to describe student behavior usually

included a large amount of opinions- and judgements, some in-

formal and dated observations, very little 'formal observations,

some information from parent sources, and very scant information

from interviews with the student, when suchmere-appropriate.

Where purported student behavior was described, ire. teachers

couldn't handle him," "hyperactive," there was little vncrete

evidence given, nor asked for, in support of such descriptions.

(

Testing results were presented, and once introduced into the

meetings "IQ" became .a major emphasis and was repeatedly brought
,

up. In general, pe quality of data presented-left,much.to-be

.

-desired and -quite often cases were not well prepared thus making

an appropriate decision quite difficult. Psychological reports
,

0
were in many instances three years old or older.

,4

3. There was a tendency throughout the meeeings, in all but

one Area, to locate the problem" solely in the student and

hts/her home and family life. This perspective was especially

noticeable, and staff were very quick to point out difficulties

experienced in contacting parents, and obtaining cooperation, on

the problem areas of the student. There was little time for"

discussion of student strengths, methods Vlach could be utilized

J



4' to address the problem areas, and that referrals could in

some instances have come about because,of teachei., inadequaciecif.

4. There were various methods of coming to a decision about

pracement, particularly when the case t5 as complicated. In
t7

formal consensus was the predominent method; however there

was evidence of at least two other decision making strategies.

' These were in cases where there literally was ho.appronriate 4

placement for the child and the Supervisor of Supplementary

Education had no other choice but to "continue to work on it"

and in cases where the staff member chairing the meetings,

made decisions during' the meeting which were joined in by the

,rest or the committee by their"not offering any objections."
M1

5. In our observation of placement reviews,,screening3and

.staffing's(level 1-7), the committee *noted that cases of minority

pupils were,reviewgdlaith greater intensityand care. There

was some feeling that 'the presence of members of the consultant

team in the screenings may have inf/uencad case selection and

staff response..

°Of striking Significance wds the almost universal absence of the

S hojMedicalAdvitors (SMA) from n-School staffings and meager

participation in he Areq ScregnIng.Committee meetings. Such absences

P
were even more significant when it,became clear'how much weight rested

irithe medical inforation, and that ip the present system the SMA

evaluation is one of the most imnortant evaluations,in determining

5

the nature of placement for children. In fact placement itself is in,.

many instances dependent upon the recomthendation, and signature of the

SMA as certification.

Nurses were, in some cases, the only representative of the mcdichl

profesqion present. She in turn would take, the necessary records and
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,

papers back to medical headquarters for thephysicians signature. In-
. P ", 1 - .

many instances this Tesented little moie than the process of rubber

,

.

.

13-

stamping.

C. Census

-)

A census of children placed in supplethentary educational (special

P
education programs) was attempted from records maintained at the central

offices in 'Rockville. The :data generally showed that there Were dis-'

proportionate numbers of minority dents in special. education programs.

However, extreme caution should b exercised in drawing definite c.,r1c/u-

/

sions frot'this census, for the f llowing reasons:

1. Data at the central office was not up todate and complete

As reports from the field had not been, submitted as requested.

2. There was variance from Area to Area as towhether

"Diagnostic/Prescriptive" programs were considered "spedial

education."' Compounding this finding is the fact that positions

allocated for "Disadvamtaged" were sometimes converted into

"Diagnostic/Prescriptive" positions.

3.- The nature of certain programs, such as Diagnostic/

prescriptive and resource room,was fluid in census on a day

to day basis, so that 1: was diffic-ult.to determine an exact

count. There was also a lack of clarity about whether

responsibility for assignment of children to these programs

rested in the school where they were housed or with the Area

Assistant Superintendent~ There is some data (from field

interviews) Co show that children can be assigned on a day

to day basis, without proper staffing as-the policy requires.

DA Special Review-of Testing

The pnsultants requested that'a speci(al Lwiew be conducted of

the testing and case records; of a selected group of minority students .
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//
who had been placed in special educati n during 1974-15. This review

was conducted by the Supervisor of the MCPS Psychological Services

-Section. The Committee, on its own, - ..-then reviewed and verified the

6

materials and results.

The Committee found that the materi is were objectively reviewed

and that'the. revifts are of very high prgfessional competence. Figure

one (1) shows the results of the review each of the thirteen cases,

on the basis .of whether-or not there was, sufficient information present

to arrive at an adequate diagnosis and in terms of suitability of placement
ti

Figure-41
. ,

,Evaluation of Minority Students Placed in Special Education 1974 -75 (EMR glasses)

Student Diagnosis Placement

A Incomplete Ineppropriatb

4

5 c

6

7

8

9
t

10
r

1 ,

Questionable
SW Inappropriate

Incomplete
.

Inappropriate

Incomplete Questionable

Incomplete Inappropriate .

Inaccurate Inappropriate

Incomplete Adequate
J

Incomplete Questionable

Incomplete . Inappe/ropriate

Incomplete . Questionable

1 e Incomplete' . Inappropriate

12. Incomplete .. ..Inappropriate

13 Incomplete Questionable

Diagnosis

Incomplete - 11

Questionable - 1

Inaccurate - 1

(N = 13)

Placement

Inappropriate - 8

Questionable - 4

Adequate - 1

(N = 13)
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Of the thirteen cases whose records were reviewed and verified

by the consultants there appears to be a very large numbei who are
0

incompletely diagnosed and inappropriately placed. Our re4iew and

discussion of the data revealed the following:
,

1. Many documents did not have dates or names of persons making

reports.

Input from supervisorg was meager.

The approval process for placement seems to be based exclu-

sively on available information rathertfian the full range

of information required to make an important decision.

4. When there was considerable informatiOn availableit was not

pulled together to sort out contradictions, etc. and to answer

A
the questions raised about conflicting bits of information.

5. Knowledge'of the preschoolfearlychildhood student appeared

to be exceptionally weak (age range 6-8), especially as it

relates to developmental psychology and early Childhood

:education. The condept of devefopmental-tasks appropriate

for age level along with developmental-maturational lag

1
, -

was consistently ignored in the reports,.

. .f

6.; Mental retardation as a developmental phenomenon wab not

diagnosed on the basis ,of any formal criteria. It appears
d..,,

that the concept of.MR'a .,unit:ary factor with 1:1 rela-
,e,

ticnship to numerical scores on I.Q. is Common practice.

7. Recommendation to special education program for EMR (mild)

appeared to be based'on the non-availability of a more

suitable program for children with serious developmental

deficitd or language disorders.

In addition to the above, the consultants note that there

appeared to be no written policy and implementation guidelines on
1(4
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testing. Our interviews and observations revealed that these was

much individual 'discretion on'the part of school psychologists

rnegarding.types of tests to be administered, that various "screening

batteries" and "informal" assessment's were being utilized all under

the guise of professional independence or more specifically that

"each case required something different." 'We find this situation

to be unsatisfactory, particularly when there is a definite direction

lof effects toward I.Q. and use of psychological test results'l-ather

than toward understanding how to match leatfting,potential and teaching

strategies. The presence of a written policy with sub- section -on'

testing of minorities is essential to good practice.

Another.distressing finding has to do with the tot 1 lack of

supervision of the testing being carried out thus yavi , psychologists '

without a source of professional scrutiny' and accountability for their
a.

AupervisiOn of each.casOwas minimal and the consultants were

not'fible to identify why this standard procedure.wag-not dperafional

ti
MCPS.

I

Finally, our observations and interviews revealed aiserious

qualification problem. It is our impression that many p§ychologists

. -

.nebd additional trainirig.in order to more 'accurately assess "mental

retardation," "emotional handicap,"- "language disability". and "learning

disability," in both black and white children. The mere reporting of

.I.Q4 and behavior observed and teacher Opinions does not", in our opinion,

. ,

constitute an.adquate diagnos.is and can.be a most serious violation

of professional standards for classifying a child as disabled and in

need of special education.

III. Parent Attitude Survey .

According to Placement Procedures published by, the Department of

Supplementary Education and Strvices,parents are notified and consulted .

tr l+
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several times dt? i g process of placemokt into special educatioh6 After

the local hold Pupil Services Staff Conference, parents are notified

and their permission is obtained if,testing is necessary. After testing, a

/

second conference is held, including the parents. The results of the testing'

are presented and'recammendations mad for a program. the recommendatpn

is for special class placement, the parents must sign a form granting their

permission for such placemept.

Since parent/ are to be directly iniolved in the placement process And

are, indirectly; the consumers of special educAtion services, their reactions,

attitudet and exceptions are of value. is important for parents to feel

satisfied with the proposed special educat on program and to feel that they

and their child have been treated with,respect and fairness by staff of the

school syste'. Such feelings will directly\or indi 'ectly be Conveyed to the

child and will temper his feelings toward hii school. experience.

The population for the survey was all parentAof children placed

in catch-up classes, it special class for the-mildly retarded, the emotionally

handicapped and the learning disabled, and in secondary classes for mild

learning handicaps. The study. included only those parents whose chiCren

Were placed in the fall of 1974. Therefore, parents' perceptions of place-

ment procedures as they are currently being carried'out (in the last two

yearb) by MCPS (the school) could be determined.

,,,:The parents were sent a 19 question survey. The'last question invited
. .

parents to add any pertinent commentb. Most of the questing had two or

more parts. Before the main study was done the questionnaire was approved

by MCPS.and a pilot study was conducted.:'Three hundred ninety six.question-

naires were sent out for the main study. Tvio hundred thirty -nine (60%) of

the questionnaires returned and were usable.
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The following were the seven major questions the consultants attempted

to answer in the survey:
0

L, How much understanding did, parents have of (a) the reasons (s)

why their child Dias recommended for' special education, and (b)

the psychological testing, its results and implications?

Were parents surprised-(a) when they were told of their child's
rb

problem in the regular tlassroom, (b) when they were told of

the results of testing, and (c) when`special edueatipn was

.fecommended?

3. Were parints.in agreement with the school regarding their

child's problem(s) and in agreement regarding the diagnosis?

4. Did parents feel that they could trust the school in doing the

testing and in placing the child in special education?

5. How much choice did parents feel that they had regarding the
a

testing of their child and the placement of their child in

special,education?

6. -Did parents feel thee their child was treated fairly with

regard to testing and placement?.

7. How satisfied, in, general, were parents with the entire

placement process and with the child's specialeeduCation

progranif

it The results of the survey were analyzed with race, school program,

;

geographic area as main,variables. In addition; several non-attitudinal

---vestlips were repprted and presented in this report, Frequencies, means

and standard deviations were obtained for each item of the luestionnalre.

A chi square analysis was done W. test the hypotheses that there would be

no differences ,among responses with regard to sex, race, program, and sex

''.
and prdgram combined.
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Our One concern was whether the. survey data represented a biased

.

o

sample of parents. The analysis of the questionnaire results showed

no significant loading in any one program, geographic area; or race.

The questionnaire Seerlidd-to-rgpresent an.adequate, cross-section of

parents, programs,.areas and races.
. .

RESULTS'OF THE SURVEY

A. Basic Information Regarding Special Education Placement Process

Question_Pne: Who first suggested that your child might be having

difficulties-4in the regular classroom?
/IP

'Table 1: Initial Referral
Frequency M. Percent

Teacher 110 48

Parents 52 23

Principal 17 7

Other (family doctor, psychiatrist,-etc.) 17 7

Counselor 8 .4

Combination of the above 25 11

Total 229 100

98% of the parents indicated that the classroom teacher initiated

a concern thqt their Childwas having difficulties in school. "2% of .

the parents indicated that they were aware of the difficulties and

initiate d a meeting with the teacher. Together'these two sources

Pi

(classroom teacher and parents)represent 70% of all responses. This

finding reinforces the importance of'both classroom teacher and parents.
.

, I V .

being sensitivefto the developmental needs of.children. It is clear

that Montgomery County classroom teachers function as early"suspec-

titiOnsr". This, trend needs to be supported and enhanced as 'the school

system increases its%emphasis on early identification and preventive

4,0;4

programs.
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Question Two: What kind Of difficulty was,he having?'

.Table 2: ilature of;Diffidulty

\\45chodf Work

Behavior

Frequency Percent
128

40

55

C 17

Other problems (not listed here) 19 ' 8.

'Getting along with classmates 4 24

Getting along with the teacher 1 O.

A combination of the above 43. 14___

Total '235 100

55% of the parents reported that the initial difficulty the'ir

child Was having was in the arl of learning. 177 repdsted the dif-

ficultyrto be 141 the area,ofbehavior management. 18% indicated that

a combination of problems were present. It is interesting to note that

only one parent oft of, 235 indica ed the pupil's primary pfoblem as a

personality conflict with the teacher.

Since Montgomery County Public School System is noted for its

emit Strivings, it was not surprising that learning difficulty

as the major symptom. It is difficult to know'whether the academic

pressure originates from school, from home or from both sources.

Question Three: After the testing of your,child was completed, how
long was it befake the school met with you to suggest or recommend

a program?

Table 3: Time Discrepancy Between Testing and Parent Conference
Frequent} Percent

Three weeks pr less 72 38

Three weeks to three months 91 47

Three months to nine months 19 10 -*

More'than nine months IA 5

Total .192 . 100



.

.47% of the parents reported .$time laOse'df 3 weeks to 3 months

befOre they had a conference to discuSs the eesults'of the testing.

'38% indicated a.time lapse of three .weeks or lebs. ,Together, 859. of

the parents repo-rted having a meeting in less than three months, after

\
the testinsg. However,\ 29 parents or15% of the parents reported that

they
9
did not hear from clie school until more than three months had

4

elapsed. Although the majority of responsee'afell within the accept-

able time range, its a concern of this committee, that a significant

minority of the parents had to wait suite. long before hearing from
,44

V ,e
the school. The-reasons for this time delay need to 15Y studied and

corrective action taken.

Question 4: After it was decided to place your child in the special
education program, how long did it take befor5,he was actually placed
theref

Table,44:;., Time discrepancy Between Placement Decision and Actual
-..F

PlaceMent
Frequency Percent

. Less than ohe week 29 14
,,

One week*.to one month 60 29

,

One monnth to four months 64 31
4

k
Hdre than four months 53' G- 26

Total ' 206 100

74% of the parents ereported actual placement in.a special education

program in less than four months. However, 26% of the parents reported

having to wait more than four months. Once again, this time delay is a

concern of this committee. Recognizihg ali the problems involved in

J

placement, it questionable practice.to tell a parent his,child

will be placed in a special program and then take over four months to

accomplish the actual placement. The reasons for this delay.need to

by examined and corrective action taken.
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Question5: ow. long do you. feel your child will, be in special
education?

Table 5: Parents estimates of duration of special education.
k Frequency Percent.

N..One semester \-Z) 22 7 10
...---7--e----,........

On earsor ttiii- Sr 98 46 ,,,

Three,,to five years 50 23

Indefinitely 45 21'

Total 215 100

Only 1 f -the parents reported that- special education placement

. would. be a brief, temporai-y *experience.' At least two years was esti,

mated by 45.6%; while over 44% reported that special educgtion would be

a -part oftl their "chil 'life 'for 3 to 5 years or .indefinitely.

Thies finding' is surprising, since many studies report parents are

upset by special educatron and want their child to return to the ,main-
10

stream as quickly as possible. Perhaps the parents in M.C. have a

a.
,

. better' understanding of their childrenb .problems and the time, it takes
. ...

.. '"1 I

,,- to remediate them. Special educatorp need to consider. this finding

since mainstreaming exceptional pupils is an increasingly popular

professional goal within the system and may meet strong parental*reVr

sistance if. it means fewer facilities and program s.

B. Analysis of the 7 Placement Questions

*Question 6: How much understanding did parents have of the placement
process/ .

Table 6: Parent Understanding
4? Frequency Percent

High degree of erstanding
..

130 60

Average degree or understanding 75 34

Low degree of understanding 14 6

Total 219 100
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6110 of the parents surveyed indicated that they had a high degree

of understanding of the special education placement process. 34%

indicated an average degreeof understanding. Only.6% reported little

understanding of the process.

This result is very reassuring. It appear& that the large majOrity

of parents are aware-of the procedures involved in placing their child-
.

4
ren in. Special Education.* "10

Question 7: How prepared were parents to receive information given to

them by the schOol .system? (i.e.,AHow surprised-were they?)

Table 7: Parent. Preparation
4 Frequency Percent

125 56
High degree ofpreparation

Average degree of preparation 81 37'

Law degree ojf preparation
16 7

TOtAl
222 100

.

56% of the parents reported that they were not surprised by the

information given to them by the school syttem. 3774, however, reported

that they were "somewhat surprised" and 7% indicated that they were

"very surpri4ed" at what they were gold.

Questidk 8: Were parents in agreement with information given to them

by the school system?

Table 8: Parent Agreement
Frequency -Percent

High level of agreement
102 47

Average level of agreement
111 50

Liow level of agieement
7 3,

Total
220 100

-

477;464.4heparents surveyed reported that they agreed completely-

yith'what they were told about their d1 en by the hool system.

50% reported that they agreed somewhat with what trey were told and

only 3% indicated that they disagreed with what they were told.
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Question 9.: How much trust did parents have in the school system with
regard to.t6sting and placement?

Table-9:1 Parent Trust
-4.. 'N

%
Frequency Percent

High degree of trust 114 .- 53

Average degree of trust g6- 41

Low degree of trust
. 12

6
0

Total. 212 100

Of the parents surveyed, 53% indicated that they could completely

trust the judgement'of the schoo/ in testing their children and in

making an appropriate placement 41% indicated that they had some

doubts. Only 6% of theparents indicated that they could not trust

the judgement of the school.

Question 10: How much choice did parents feel that they had in the
placement process?

Table 10: Parent Choice

Frequency Percent
High degree of choice 83 38

Average degree of choice 102 47

Low degree of choice 31 15

Total 216 100

38h of-the parents surveyed reported that they had a high degree
f

of choice in the placement process. 47% indicated an average degree

of choice. 15% of the parents reported feeliAg that they had no

choice at all. This latter finding is of major' concern to the

consultants. The parents are promised input into the decision

Making procesi regarding their children's placement in Special

Education. let a significant minority of parents felt they have

little or no voice in this process. This finding ne2rIs to be eval-
,

Wated by the tehool staff in order to better underse.s:Id the reasons
()

why some parents report such a low feeling of choice
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r1 SS.
0, Question 11: Did parents feel that their children were'treated

with regard4to testin and pladement?

fairly

. Table 11: Parent Fairness
(Frequency

1.

Percent

High degree of fairness '138 67
.

Average degree of.fairness 65, 31
,

Low decree of fairness II 4 02.

Total 20.7 100
41

Judging by the questionnaire Yes.ponses, parenti 'seemed to feel

that their childrenyere treated fairly with regard to testing and

placement.

werewere treated with complete fairness. -31% felt that the
.

school was fair in some ways and unfair in others. Only 3% reported

Two-thirds -(67%) of the parents indicated that4their

that they had been treated unfairly.

Question 12: Hot.7 siatisfied', in generalx were parents with' the piacer

ment process and with the special education program?
.

Table.12: Parent Satisfadtion
Frequency Percent

^High degree of satisfaction .134 59

'Average degree of satisfaction 93 41

Low degree of satisfaction. 1

Total 228 100

59% of the parents indicated that they were very satisfied with

placement procedures and with their childrelr's special education

programs. 41% reported that they-felt somewhat satisfied. Only one

parent out of 228 reported feeling unsatisfied.

This is perhaps one of the most important results of the parent

survey. It appears that parents are involved 'in Special Education.

They want'more:and better programs and in general are satisfied with

thelprograms presently being provided for their children.

1

\
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Analysis by Geographic Area

o

With the advent of decentralization and:the development of six (6)
I

Areas, the. consultants were interested in finding out if there are any

differences among the-6 geographic regions wyh regard to the 7 placement
I 14

questions. Analysis of the data by Chi Square found No Significant

Differences among the 6 Areas, based on parent responses to the question-
-,

naire. This finding is most encouraging, since the consultants. felt that

real differences in services among the areas do exist, it is significant

that parents did not report them.

Analysis by Race

. One of the, major objectives of this study was.to determine if

minority parents felt.that they were getting fair and equitable treat-

ment'fortheirgchildren. To determine this, the,parents responses were

analyzed by race. Of the questionnaires analyzed, 62 were from the

parents of blapk children, while 168 were from the parents of white

Children.. Anklysis of data by Chi Square found No Significant

Differences between the.races on any of the 7 questions? While the

consultants'still feel individual examples of racism exit, thereis

no collective feeling among reporting black parents that their child-

.ren are receiving preferential or differential treatment.

Analysis by Program

Another area of concern was to determine if there were any

differences among the parent responses according to their childrens!

programs: "catch up class," "mildly retarded class," "specific

learning disabled class,"."emotionally handicapped class," or "mild

1

learning handicap class."

An analysis of the data by Chi Square revesied.that parents' whose

children were assigned to Emotionally Handicapped Classes responded

significantly differently from other parents on-t-.ro variables. These
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two variables were Parent Preparation (how surprised the parents were
WP

when they received information from the school system) end Parent Trust

(how well they could trust the testing results and, the placement recom-

mendations). Parents of children in classes for the emotionally handicapped

responded more negatively.on these two questions than 'parents whose children

were in other programs.

The findings are no
46.

rprising since parents of children

diagnosed as being emotionally handicapped often have difficulty

accepting their child's problem and a special program.' These parents

need additional support and understanding if their cooperation,is to be

%

obtained. ,l;-feel, in view of tHse. findings, that pupil personnel workers

need to improve the quality and frequency of communication with these

parents.'
.

SUMMARY

'In summary, the data show that the majority of parents surveyed

are ve content with the acement rocedures and their childreds

program in special education. This general finding was also supported

when the data were analyzed by the 6 school areas, and race. Howeier,

a small but significant group. of parents have some serious concerns about

the specific procedures and practices such aav
. .

1. Haying to wait too long before hearing from the school

after their children were tested..

2. Having to wait too long before recommended special.education

.

prpgrams were put into,effect for their children.

3: 157 of the parents surveyed. indicated they felt they had an

insignificant role in their children's placement in special

educatio44.

4. Parents whose children are in classe/s for the emotionally
%

handicapped reported that they were surprised at the infor-.

AL
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oration given to them by the school. regarding their children,
0

.and had an average or low degree of trust in the testing results

and the recommended programs.

IV. MCPS In General

A. Low Tolerance and Human Relations
t

There appears to have.develdped in, the Montgomery County,

School system, an undesignated but ever present achievement C'orrh

into which all children throughout the county are expected to fit.

. a

This norm m-haS-been set up as a'result of the image of the standard

,.
population known to inhabit the Bethesda.- Chevy Chase areas,of

the county. This unfortunate insult.to'individuardifferencs has'

resulted in a low tolerance on the part df bcbdol-pers9nileI fpr' . .

. .

_ / ' ..,.

the students (especiallymindrity students)
. ytvho find themselves

t '

outside of the norm (in skills,expOsure, backgRonpd, etc:).

This particular factor becomes evident in the type, of eduCationaI %

. 1..1,, .,

A

:- '''

approaches taken.towards students wh6 aretunable'to grasiithe
.

's
- , 4

.
. .4

study .tactics necessary to make it,in the'dystem at At is'. In-
1

- . - ,,,, .. ...

. .

_
,.. .

,

many instances the intellectual functidnip and ability of these'
4

.

student's could probably be greatly improved irtheyk Were first.

. .

. .

.

sImply taught how to take,a testor if they were taught achieveMent

motivation strategies and other methods Tay developing their poten-

tial.
d

Oqtstanding.among the problems confronting many teachers
0

who initiate referrals to special education 'programs are

(1) children whose motivational skills need 'Strengthening, (23 child-

ren who use agressive behairior to express' frustrations they cannot

overcome by verbal means, (3) children who do not' respond and

conform to a competitive classroom atmosphere, (4) children

a-CA
who need small group experiences with more individualized

.

.1*
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instruction. None of these situations necessarily indicates

retardation or need for special education placement, but rather

new approaches to the learning patterns and needs of children,

as well as updating the services and training of staff to deal

effectively with cultural (behavioral and backgroUnd) differences

. of the larger black and other minority populations emerging in MCPS.

This does not mean that teachersould expect minority studo:its tO

accomplish less or to master fewA skills.

The faCtors just discussed put a greater toad on the

Human 'Relations Department. This department' rs been assigned

the task of providing in- service training for MCPS personnel in

r,
. -

the area of minority problems and issues. The time soeCiaside for

the present type' of training being offered is inadequate and with

recent budget reductions the development of.a more serious problem

in relation to special educatioh placements 1.S. imminent.

The Human Relations Department now has responsibility for

handling adult personnel placement problems in addition to child

related racial matters. It is the consultants' observation thati

the' Human Relation Department has e very large responsibility

within MCPS and is in danger o- becoming overwhelmed and thus.
/-*

less productive.

The courses offered in.inservice-training do not reflec't

specific content on the special needs of the minority students.

For instance, there are no courses offered for 1) the sociali-
.

,zation of minority children into the school system; or 2)the

use of achievement motivation techniques that can be implemented

in the schools; or 3) approaches to redefining and redirecting

aggressive.behavior to more positive channei6 although, referrals

to pupil services for these problems are qul!e extensive.

eir:j
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UNMET NEEDS

A series of unmet needs:were identified during the'course of the

study. The list has been drawn Up from findings already discussed

.
)

throughout the report and will provide d.point of reference for our

ifi al recommendations of-.the committee.. These needs include:

6 1; Providingcatch-up,esource rooms or D/P programs with

small group setting (for those students who find it easier

2.

to learn this way) in a sy stematic way from elementary

through high school throughout the county.

Providing:more skilled psychological consultation as well

asevaluation focused on the emotional needs of 41 children.

3,. Implementing a system of psychiatric or mental health con-
:

sultation systemalcing with family counseling services,

including a therapeutic element within the pupil services

department.

4. Identification.of community services available to aid co nselors,

psychologists, etc. in referring students and their families

for free or low fce services.

' Redistributing resources, training and staff development

throughout the county including the identification of

budget resources for better and more equal distributiot .

6. Providing specific special education programs in secondary

schools comparable.to programs provided an the elementary

level.

7. Clarifying placement procedures'and state laws is. one document

4
for everyone's understanding.

8. Providing mandatory courses to MCPS personnel relative to

cultural differences and socialization factorsappropriate

Programming and achievement expectatigns.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation #14 Communication

, That key Central Administrative staff, with the participation of the

Superintendent, meet with all appropriate staff in each area to review

the current policy and procedures for special education placement. We

further recommend that these meetings take place before the first round

of fall area screenings take place:

Recommendation #2: School by School Needs Assessment

That each MCPS.school administrator, working with its faculty, be

N.

required to develop a comprehensive needs assessment pertaining to the

'regular instruction of minority and disadvantaged students and a two year
i/ )

sequence of behavioral objectives geared toward a more affirmative instruc-

O

tional program for these students, recognizing that differences in

socialization patterns and socio-economic status are influential in decid-

ing an'appropriate education program.

Recommendation #3: Pre-referral Procedures

That referral.procedures and process be revised to include pr9visio

whereby local school classroom teachers, principals, and pupil personnel

workers are accountable on such matters as:

a. utilization of pre-established teaching methods to foster

individUal diffe nces (i.e. use of special materials '"Oilhol
r

motor training, structured environment).

b. automatic adjustment of the curriculum to minority learning

styles' and socioeconomic conditions before referral.

..c; a thorough in-school diagnostic-prescriptive assessment of

students strengths and weakness in tool subjects.

d. the maintenance 9ellicedotal records showing how level 2

(consultation from psychological, physical and academic

specialists) was utilized in the classroom.
..
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Recommendation #4: Ipdentification, and Classification Procedures

That the MCPS procedures for identification and, classification of
4044

students as "mentally retarded," "emotiopally handicapped," or "learning .

disability" incIudinethe designatiqn of "types and degrees" be.admini-
,

stratively separated from the MCPS procedures for placement and treatment

of the particular condition of the student. MCPS should establish definite

and local guidelines and criteria for designating a.student as MR, EH, or

LD, along with'a system of chacks,and balances to assure the validity of

the classification which taZes/place.

.Recammendation#5: StakfDevelopment

There is need fora comprehensive staff development program for class-
..

roam teachers, administrators, pupil personnel workers, and psychologists,

emphasizing:
4

a. normal educational differences due to race -and socioeconomic status.

b. a basic orientation to the role, of special education as it promotes

the concept of mainstreaming as set forth in the Maryland continuum.

c. a clarification of the services and differences between compensatory

education, remedial education, and special education.

d. training for teachers of the mentally retarded in group management,

language development, and affective development.

Recommendation #6: Testing Policy and Procedures

4

a. that MCPS Board of Education adopt a written policy regulating

psychological tests and testing procedures with special emphasis

on protectinOhe rights of minority students.

b. that a procedUre for supervision testing be established,

including an administrative-professional review of all rest

reports. In addition, this procedure should require that all

diagnoses of "menial retardation," "emotional handicap" and

"learping disability" be reviewed by the Dlrector of Testing,

prior to making final educational decisiorh,
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c. that trained and certified psychologists,(qualified-examlners)

be required to re- assume their testing role As diagnosticians

Of MR, EH, and LD for official classification purposes even at

the expense of other, assumed duties. In addition, McPS should

seriously consider establishing a small cadre of Board Certi-
,

fied clinical-psychologists as specialist in the claasification

of MR, EH, and. LIP. ,0

o

d. that special attention be given to the development of a psycho -

logical - educational assessment battery which will be prescriptive

in impact and not ibly 9r1 ICIas a descriptor of the child's

ability to ,learn.

Recommendation #7: School Medical Advisors (SMA)

That there be a review and clarification of the role of SRA's

in the plasement process. We further recommend that:

ca. S,MA's,should be trained pediatricians with a strong background

in child development.

)

b. attendance, at In-Schsol'and Area Screening should be mandatory

Of SMA's.

c. SMA's should participate in yearly seminars to up-date knowledge

in child development'and. handicapping conditions in 'addition to

participation in MCPS human relation training program.

d. SMA's should participate in regularly scheduled in-service

4

training conference with teachers, psychologists, and school

administrators for exchange of professional,knowledge across

and between disciplines.

Recommendation #8: Parent Concerns

a. that parent-conferences, giving the results of testing and

proposed special education placement be held not more tjian

six weeks after the testing has taken pface,

:14")0
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that no child have to watell$hger than six weeks after parental

notification, for, placement to be effective.

c. that pupil personnel workers and other staff give additional time

and service to parents of children placed in the program for the

.,emotionally handicapped; if that program is to be effective.

Recommendation #9: Programs

a. that a critical evaluation of Junior and Senior High S ool
0

special Aducation programs be conducted, utilizing a rigorous

evaluation design, with a view toward correcting the present

unsatisfactory situation in regard to pupil progress and develop-
.

went.

b... that a two year reevaluation cycle be established fot all

"mentally retarded," "emotionally disturbed")and "learning

'disabled students with a view toward utilizing test re-test
0

data as one evaluation of program effectiveness.

Recommendation #10: Human Relations

a, that the time being given to certain "adult oriented" functions

within the Human Relations Department should be 'reassessed and

that a priority be given to increasing the time given to child

related problems and -to the training of teachers tp work with

minority differencei in the classroom.

b. that a humiih relations course be developed whichill instruct

'4)

MCPS staff on the socialization of Black children within the

dominent MCPS system: Special_emphasis should be placed on--

the Strengths of tir Black Family, as published by the Natidnal

Urban League and. others.
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Recommendation #11: Public Relations

That MOPS undertake a-wide series of information efforts as deicribed

in "Action Steps on Minorit4 Relations" (Decembe -1974), however clearly
p

informing the system, parents, and the public of the differenoes between

"special education," "compensatory,-education," "remedial education, with

special ittention to 'clarifying prograMg' for "exceptional Children,' from

those of normal but disadvantaged and/or minority children.
0

15.

1

4
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APPENDIXT6

Interview and observation Procedures
,

a. MOPS Interview Questionnaire

a-

X. Observation Schedule, In-School. Staffings,-Area Screenings

3. Service checklist

4. Parent SurveyForm
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INTERVIEW AND OBSERVATION PROCEDURES

tall Area Assistant Superintendent ,to arrange a meeting

(1) Area Assistant Superintendent
.

.

(2) Area Supervisor of Pupil Servites

(3) Area Supervisor of Supplementary Services, together

a. Conduct Interview (see questionnaire)'

Obtain schedule of area screening meeting and In-SchOol staffings

for each school in the area.

(1) Arrange Drop-in permission: to observe screening and placement

meetings.

C.
o

Complete Interview and Observations schedule for, each meeting and

tonference.

"D. Target Date for completion of observations and interviews 21 February

1975.

ti
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MCPS INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: Ask each question. Follow up with probes, when necessary.
Keep notes on responses sheet.

I. What are-the trends anal goals of special education in (MCPS).

Probe: Programs' get better - some get worse: which MCPS special

education programs have improved - which need strengthening.

2. Where are minority students found within MCPS spbcial education'

programs?

Probe: Haw do you explain th6 fact that there are three times

the number of minority students in the retardation programs?

What are the specific problems in placement of minority students

. in special education programs?

Probe:, Call yo9 think of anTeexceptions to this process?

Probe: Do you know of any case where the proces didn't work?

4. How can the present .diagnostic/assesSment process be fairer to

MOPS minority students?
6

Probe: Tests and testing?

Probe: Staff knowledge of problems of minority students?

5. How closely do staff in your area follw the policy' and procedures

for placement within the continuum concepts?
,

?robe: Ask for percentages, and effectiveness rating on fbllowing

the policy:

Probe: Where are"the points of difficulty in attempting to

follow the policy and procbdures?

4



OBSERVATION SCHEDULE
IN-SCHOOL STAFFINGS
AREA SCREENINGS -

School
, Plate
Date

Length of time for one case.

1. Record who is present.- Are all.members of the team as defined _by the

policy, present?

4P
. 0

2. Obtain check list' cif services which. have bee{ l provided toputlls at

Level 1,2,3,4.'

3. What types of data are presented to describe student behavior:

Opinions and Judgements Yea

Observational - formal
informal Yes

No

Interviev - student'
pareilet Yes No

Testing

4. What is your judgement about the quality of data presented at the

conference?

5. How are decisions. made?

6. What is the relationof the( discussion to parent issues?

7. Be certain to review student cumulative folders.

4).



SERVICE CHECKLIST

Level 1 - What services did the regulaqclassrOom teacher and/or Principal

prescribe and carry out i.e. isolation, send to office, hurdle

help, restructuring, rewards, punishments, etc".

Level 2 -

, (a) Support and consuattion fr m:

Psychological speCialists . Yes No

--Physical specialist's Yes No

Academic specfalistt Yes No

Level -

Level 4 -

Other:

(b) Inservice training 'yes No

Comments:

Direct assistance from a specialist

Type How much

Supplemental Instruction

Type How ,much

Comments:,

Yes

Yes No.

Diagnostic/prescriptive Teacher - Daily Yes No

Resource Room - Daily Yes No

Has the child been referred to any'public or

Private external services? Yes No



PARENT SURVEY

.11

Who is answering the questionnaire?

'Mother
Father

1_1 Guardian

Child's Age
Child's Sex:

Li Boy
L__/

Child's Race:.
Black.,

Lam'. Native American (Indian)

U Oriental
.Spanish

Li White

Child's Program:

LI

QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: For each question, please put an
seems most correct.to you.

1.

Area

Special Class for Emotionally
Handicapped

Special Class for Specific
Learning Disabilities

Special Class for Mild
Retardation

Catch-Up Class
.

Special Class for Mild
Learning H4ndicaps

I'm not certain of my child's
program

x in the box beside the answer that

Who first suggested that your child might be having difficulties in the regular
classroom?

His teacher
L.,/ The principal.'

L__/, The school counselor
L__/ _We, his parents
Lf .. Other (Please Specify)

.,
2. What kind-Of difficulty was fie having? (If there was more than one problem,

please mark the most important one)

r

. .

L./ .Behavior
School work
Getting along with classmates T

L./ Getting along with he teacher
L_/ Other (Please specify)

3. Before your child was actually placed in his special eduOation program,
there were several things that happened or that you were told about that
may or may not have been very clear to you.

7 r.

a. How clear was the school in explaihing your

Li The school was very clear.
The school was not completely clear.
The school was not clear at all.

1,../ I don't recall.

-1-

child's difficulties to you?

4.



b. During the psychological testing of your child, how clear was the
school in explaining to you what was going on?

..Tbe school was very clear. -

The school was not completely clear.
L--/ The school was not clear at all.

I don't recall.

c. After the tests were finished,. there was a meeting which yOu went to.
The psychologist told you how your child did on the tests and told you
Zbat he thought the. tests meant. Was what the psychologist said clear
to you?

L_J It was very clear.
.

Lj It ;was not completely clear.
L__I. It was not clear at all.
4_ -I don't recall.
Lf There was no meeting.

4. Did you feel free to ask the psychologist and others in the meeting all
the questions that you wanted to ask?

I felt completely free to ask questions.
Lj I felt somewhat free to ask questions.

I.did not feel free to ask questions4
L__J I don't recall how I felt.
L/ There was no meeting.

4. . efore your child started his special education program, you may or may not
have expected some of the things that happened of that you were told about.

Were you surprised when the school first told you that your child was
having difficulty in the regular classroom?

I was not surprised.
Li I was somewhat surprised.
L/ I was very surprised. r
L../ I don't recall.

b. Were you surprised at what tbe'psyc'hologist told yOu about the results
of the testing?

L../ I was not surprised.
% L__J I was, somewhat surqised.

.L_J I was verysurprised.
1__j I don't recall.

c. Were you surprised when Special education was.suggedted to you y the
school?

I__J I was not surprised.
I was somewhat surprised.

j_j I was very surprised.
I don't recall.



q.
,

You may or may not have agreed with what you were told about your child's .

. 2'
a. Did you agree with what the school first said about-your child's having

6. .
Alificulty?

.. ........ ..,

. . ,: ," ,. .%. .: I agreed completely.
A. 1,-

...,: -,,;,..,1 .- I agreed somewhat.// .

1,.... ....J., -.Li I disagreed.
'.4.1C11\-.. 1_,I, I don't recall. ,

1
.i -.. ..,".....:s:". .,.; :4- . t.

.",IL. Did'yo4 agree with 'what the psychologist said your child's difficulty was?

I,agreed completely.
I agreed somewhat.
I disagreed.
I don't recall.

YoU may or may not haye felt that yolicould trust the judgment of the school
in doing ceraFin things. A

a. Did you feel that you could trust the judgment.of the school when they
suggested testing?

I felt that I could completely trust their judgment.
' I felt some doubts..

L../ I did not feel that I.could trust the school at all.
. LJ I'm not sure how I felt,

b.' Didou trust the school to do what was best in recommending a special
education program for your child?

1,7 I felt that ,I could completely trust their judgement.
I felt some doUbts.

Laj I did not feel that I could trust their judgment.
I'm not sure, how I felt.

7. You may or may not have felt that you had much choice in what was done before
your child was in specfal education.

6 ;

a. Did you feel that you had any choice about the testing?
.

i....j I felt that I had a lot of choice.
i_j J felt that I had some choice.
J./ 1 did not feel that I had any choice at all.
i_i I don't recall.

si

b. Whdn the school suggebted or recommended a speciail education program for
your child, did you feel that you had any choice-

I
.

.,--,
I felt that I had a lot of choice.

L_/ I felt that I had'some choice.
.

i_j I did not feel that I had any choice at all.
Z__7/ I don't recall:

7. tea *A
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S. At certain times you may or c./..7 not have felt'that your child was being
treated fairly.

a. Did you feel that the testing was fair?

L./ I felt that it vias'completely fair.
L__1 I felt that it wds fair in some ways,unfair in dthers.

I felt that-it was unfair. .

I'm not sure how I felt.

"t. Did you feel that, in suggesting special education, the people in the
meeting were being fair to your child?

.

LI I felt that they were being completely fair.
L__J I felt that they were being fair in some ways, unfair in others.

.

L...../ I felt that they were being unfair. ,

4 L_I I'm not sure how I felt.
,

%

9. Did you feelthat the testing was necessary?

L__1 I felt that the'testing was very necessary.
L__/ I felt that the testing was necessary in some ways.

L__I I felt that the testing was unnecessary.
I'm not sure how I felt.

10. Did you feel that the special education program was appropriate?

I felt that it was very appropriate.
L__/ I felt that it might possibly be appropriate.
L__, Itfelt that it was inappropriate.
L__/' I'm not sure low I felt.

11. After the testing of your child began, how 'long was t before the school met
with you to suggest or recommend a program?

L__/ Three weeks or less.
Three weeks to three - months.

L__/ Three months to nine months.

L../ More than nine month's.

12. After it was decided to place your child An the special education program,
how long did it take before he was actually placed there?

Less than a week.
Li- One week to one month.
i__J Onr month to four months.
i__J More ,than four months.

13. }row satisfied were you, in general, with the whole process of testing and
placing your child in special education?

Z__/ I was very satisfied.
I was satisfied in some ways, not in others.

L__/ I was not satisfied at all.
L__/ I'm not sure.

-4-
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14. Did you feel that the,school was responsible for your child's difficulties?

I felt that the school was entirely responsible.
I felt that the school contributed, to the problem.

L_1 I did not feel that the school was responsible.
T'm not sure how I felt.

15. In your opinion, bow has your child been doing s 47 being in his special
education class?

a. How has his behavior been?

Better'
The same

L_1 Worse

b: How does he get'al.,cQg withhis classmates?

-
Better

L__/ The some

L__I Worse

d. How.does he get along with children.outside-of his class?

L__/ Better
iLf The same

Worse

How does he get along wiLli adulLs?

ILJ Better.
i,_/ The same
L:j Worse

e. How sties he feel about himself?'

L__I Better

1--/ The same

L_I Worse

F. How is he doing in reading?

L__I Better
Lf The same
L__I Worse

How is he doing in arithmetic?g.

1.7 Better
The same

L__I Worse

.5-
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h. How does he like school?

1__1 Better-
1__/ The same

Worse

i. is he learning more?

00
J--1 More
LJ The same
A___/ Less

16. How do you feel about your child leaving special education and entering
a regular progtam? .

L..' I feel that it will be easy.
Li I feel that it will be somewhat difficult.
L_/ I feel'that it will be very difficult.

17. How long do you'feel your child will be in special education?
.

,.One semester
One or two years
Two to five years

L._j Indefinitely

18. How do you feel about your child's/being in special education now?

LJ I'm glad he's there.

L_./ I have some doubts about his being there.
L./ I don't think he belongs in there.
1_1 I'm not Bute.

.19. If you have any additional comments that you think would be helpful, please
write them here.

-6-
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